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According to UNESCO, by the end of March 2020, nearly 1.5 billion children around the world were
at home due to the COVID-19 lockdowns. For students and their parents, remote learning is a new
challenge. For schools, it is time to experiment with new forms of teaching.
For the project I contacted parents around the world to let me enter their homes during the daily
routine of their children’s study, and during a video call I photographed my phone. What I collected
is a series of family snapshots, of the reclamation of a space now used for school, of interactions with
family members, but also of solitude. Visually, images are blurry and unsharp, the distance from the
subject is measured also with a loss in quality. For me, this is a parallel with remote learning, which
is channeled through devices. Scholars state that home learning is effective if students have the
technical means and the support of the family. When these are missing, the risk of dropping out of
school is high.
The work is part of a collective project that TerraProject is pursuing to explore the relationship
between digital technologies used by people during the Covid-19 epidemic.

Roma, Italia. Adam, 8 anni, frequenta la terza elementare. Quando lavora in remoto con le
maestre siede in cucina dove la connessione wifi è migliore. Sin dal primo giorno la sua classe
lavora in remoto con le maestre, che si sono prima organizzate in proprio e poi hanno adottato la
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piattaforma scolastica. Gli piace studiare matematica e geografia, e ha già preso un voto per i
compiti.
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